SFU Library is a vibrant place, busy with students year round. With the advent of the Internet and our extensive online collections and support, the reasons people come to the library may be changing, but still stem from a desire to use library resources for research and learning. We are working to reconfigure our building to provide improved space for group study, for quiet research, and for the specialized needs of graduate students.

We are proud that the annual campus campaign over the past four years has supported the creation of new casual seating areas on floors 2 and 3, and will shortly result in the opening of a spectacular study area on floor 6, with study carrels as well as vistas to the north and west of the building. We have drawn on our generously funded Alumni Endowment income to match these donations, thus bringing our staff and alumni together to improve the learning experience for our current students. This is truly a partnership to warm any university librarian’s heart and my thanks go out to our generous supporters.

The library’s media collection is one of SFU’s remarkable hidden treasures. When the film collection came over from the Instructional Media Centre in 2003, the function of the Fine Arts Room on the 5th floor changed. It expanded to serve the whole campus community and the film collection became more accessible. “Anyone can borrow anything,” says Carole Goldsmith, Media Resource Librarian. For instance, on Friday afternoons people come to borrow DVDs and VHS films for the weekend. “It’s not like at other universities where the collection is only available to Fine Arts people,” she says.

Last year the collection moved from the 5th floor of the library to a greatly expanded space on the 3rd floor that includes a media preview room. Funding for this came in part from the SFU Alumni Association. One of the Library’s most impressive resources, the preview room includes state-of-the-art equipment for viewing DVDs, slides, VHS video, and even old 16mm films. Instructors can hold classes or tutorials with room for about 20 students. A special climate controlled vault contains racks of old 16mm celluloid classics from the silver screen such as Hitchcock’s The Lady Vanishes or Jean Renoir’s Grand Illusion. Staff will help set up the 16mm projector if necessary. Take a few minutes to browse the SFU library catalogue’s impressive film and video section. The result could be an entertaining video night at home, or an inspired addition to a class lecture.

According to Goldsmith, SFU professors use film to teach much more than fine art. English and History professors are frequent borrowers, but so are faculty from archaeology, communication, education, geography, health, sociology and women’s studies. Goldsmith points out that films rented from a video shop for home use cannot legally be shown to a class. However, much of SFU’s film collection is specially licensed for this purpose. “We pay for the rights for classroom use,” she says.

People are rediscovering vinyl LPs, too, in the library’s media collection. The music racks feature a large and rare selection of electro-acoustic and opera recordings. Goldsmith adds that student film makers frequently borrow from SFU’s huge sound-effect library. Royalties are not a problem because the sounds are licensed for student use.

Media collection room hours:
9:00am - 7:00pm Monday - Thursday,
9:00am - 4:30pm Friday, and
12:00 - 5:00pm Saturday and Sunday.
Open Journal Systems for the third world

Processing and Systems Associate University Librarian Brian Owen is excited about a new open source publishing tool that SFU Library will introduce to the world at the upcoming Public Knowledge Project (PKP) conference in July. It’s called Open Monograph Press. A beta release is scheduled for the end of June. Owen says, “It’s going to do for scholarly monographs what OJS has done for scholarly journals.” He’s referring to Open Journal Systems publishing management software developed to a large extent at SFU.

PKP is a federally funded research initiative based out of SFU, UBC and Stanford University. SFU Library hosts over 150 online scholarly journals based in dozens of countries including England, Germany, Spain, Israel, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Nepal and many more.

Contract programmer Alec Smecher has been developing OJS for many years. He recently returned from Asia where he worked on a major project called Asian Journals Online that uses OJS to build national journal publishing portals in Vietnam, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Philippines, Indonesia, and Bangladesh. “We partner with INASP (International Network for the Advancement of Scientific Publication), a UK-based non-profit organization that does a lot of development work. The approach INASP is pushing, with our tools and help, is to get developing nations to publish their own content online,” says Smecher. The Internet is a great leveler in this regard; it’s possible for anyone to inexpensively host a web site that’s as attractive and professional-looking as Nature or BMJ. Nevertheless, online publishing in the developing world has a long way to go. A key goal is to train people in each country so that online journal hosting can be moved there, building expertise abroad and ending an ongoing aid relationship. “Pushing Open Access, both in the West and in the developing world, further decreases the gap between them by providing each access to the other’s research free of charge,” says Smecher.

Owen points out that OJS and Open Monograph Press offer a complete publishing package including review process workflow management all the way through to publication. Both free and subscription models are supported. Open Humanities Press is looking at the new SFU Open Monograph publishing system.

The 2nd International PKP Scholarly Publishing Conference will attract about 250 delegates from around the world and will be held at SFU’s downtown Vancouver campus July 8 - 10.

Multicultural Canada Phase 2 funded

The ministry of Canadian Heritage and Official Languages just announced grants to the SFU Library of $400,000 to digitize additional content for the Multicultural Canada web site: multiculturalcanada.ca. Project partners include Dr. Barbara Winter (SFU Museum) Dr. Öslem Sensoy (SFU Faculty of Education), Burnaby teacher Craig MacLeod, the Multicultural Historical Society of Ontario, the University of Toronto, the University of Calgary, and the University of British Columbia. Over 400,000 photographs, diaries, books, newspapers, oral histories and Indonesian shadow puppets will be added to the existing half million items already digitized thanks to an earlier grant.

Chinese, Japanese, Italian and Ukrainian materials will be a focus this time. New content is coming from the Multicultural Historical Society of Ontario, including 200 hours of oral history tapes of Italian immigrant women. Chinese historical content will be digitized by UBC.

The funding also covers web site improvements together with the development of related curriculum materials that will add more value. The collection demonstrates Canada’s strong multicultural values and forms a significant part of a multicultural learning module and web site for Canadians.

Dean of Library Services, Lynn Copeland says, “We’re delighted to further develop this project to enhance support for SFU students and researchers and strengthen our community ties.”
How to make friends and influence research

Mark Bodnar has always followed the Five Laws of Library Science formulated by the great Tamil library philosopher S. R. Ranganathan. “One biggy is the fourth law: Save the time of the reader. If you can improve the efficiency of users finding information, that’s what I’m after,” says Bodnar who is a Liaison Librarian at SFU specializing in business reference, though he is temporarily assigned to help researchers in the schools of Communication and REM (Resource and Environmental Management).

Students often come to him and say, just tell me what the right article is. But Bodnar prefers to give students what he calls “the right path” by asking them questions about their research. It’s not what students want at first, but ultimately it helps them develop searchable questions. One graduate student responded through the library’s Kudos & Kvetches system saying, “Thank you so much for your questions. By answering them I am much clearer about what information I need.”

“I ask good dumb questions,” says Bodnar. “I know from experience what info is not normally publicly available and why, which is important, so I help Business Administration students pose new research questions and to explore and build their own picture.” It’s a great exercise for the student and ultimately results in a valuable alternative to proprietary and typically expensive market reports.

One day a student came to Bodnar for help researching eco-tourism in logged out areas of Northern BC. She had already exhausted the usual business databases and was having trouble finding academic papers on the subject. “I showed her how to approach her question from different perspectives that might also touch on such a topic: Geography, Environmental Management, Economics, Public Policy; and then I showed her how to use the databases for those subjects,” says Bodnar. He taught her how to apply academic theory to the specifics of popular news stories, and demonstrated how to find relevant government documents. “I also showed her how to make more efficient use of the items she’d already found by mining the bibliographies and focusing on specific journals,” he says.

Her feedback: “I have been checking out the ideas that you sent me and I think that they are terrific. I thought I was finished with my research the other day because I had started hitting brick walls, but now I have a whole new direction to go in.”

Janis McKenzie, reference division head says, “We have over a dozen expert liaison librarians in all areas of study and you can contact them where and how you need them. They can come to your class, meet with your study group, chat online, help by email or in person, or by phone.” The Library’s “Ask Us Here” mobile service cart moves liaison librarians out of the library into public locations all over campus for several hours a week. “We’ll find a way to help,” says McKenzie. The SFU library is a major participant in AskAway, a province-wide free online chat service available on all public and academic library web pages. Anyone can get immediate help from a librarian with a few mouse clicks. SFU students and faculty are some of the highest users of this service in the province.

A favourite technique Bodnar and other reference librarians enjoy demonstrating to students is called “cycling a search”. “It’s a method of growing your information,” says Bodnar. Percilla Groves, liaison librarian specializing in psychology, calls it “snowballing”. She says, “Once you find one really great reference, take a look at the subject heading that professional indexers have attached to that. If you click on one of these, it’s like rolling a snowball across your snow-covered yard. It takes one good citation and results in a full bibliography that can be used to write a great term paper.”

The SFU Library liaison service can be summed up by one Kudo submitted by a student earlier this year: “Wow, that really really helps. I also really like the way you broke down the topics. It gives me a better idea of what I should be looking for and how I can relate everything. I’ll read over the articles you provided and I’ll continue researching in the areas you suggested. I really appreciate your help and thanks for your speedy reply.”
Eric Swanick, Head of Special Collections & Rare Books appreciates the importance of collecting materials from the Punk movement as a resource for future researchers.

E ric Swanick, the SFU librarian in charge of Special Collections and Rare Books says, “Nobody else has a public collection of punk posters.” One of his goals is to go beyond the usual things that are found in every library’s special collections. He says, “I like to acquire material that is truly unique.”

For instance, most people know Takao Tanabe’s landscape art, but few are aware of his book-making activities. The Library recently received his Periwinkle Press archive, a collection of books and ephemera, exhibiting Tanabe’s gift of design. Talks are underway to publish a book on Tanabe’s printing.

Swanick is particularly excited about the library’s two-year-old project to develop a collection of Vancouver Punk Rock Band materials, including about 100 records and CDs, but also posters from the 1970s and 80s with band names such as DOA, Pointed Sticks, I Braineater, Modernettes, Dishrags, and U~J3RKS. “You can collect the books, the music, but the ephemera from a movement like Punk, printed stuff like posters, set lists; that is a unique historical resource. And we have it here,” says Swanick. Much of it was donated by Ken Lester, former manager of DOA. Over 300 of the library’s 500 Punk posters have already been digitized and will soon be available for research purposes.

Another area of great interest for Swanick is the cultivation of young BC writers. “I want to get special items that can serve researchers now and in the future,” he says. The library recently received new materials from Vancouver authors Cynthia Flood, Bill Gaston, Shani Mootoo, George Stanley, Timothy Taylor and Keith Harrison. “Young BC writers are saving things for us like their journals, research notes as well as ephemeral materials,” says Swanick.

Geoff Olson and Charlie Mayrs also donated their editorial cartoons. The library’s collection of political cartoons includes the works of a dozen artists with over 6000 now digitized and available for online.

In other news, Special Collections has received the last of the papers from Harrison and Hilary Brown. Both had active writing careers on the subject of China and, in Hilary’s case, women’s issues. The Brown collection includes correspondence, diaries and photographs. Meanwhile, the wife of Inderjit Singh Kohaly recently donated his collection of photographs documenting members of the Indo-Canadian community who settled in British Columbia before 1950. Swanick also just acquired transcripts of the CBC BC Farm Broadcast “The Carson Family” which aired from the early 1940s until the early 60s. Finally, Special Collections now has a wonderful collection of photographs of local mountains donated by Richard Chambers, a long time member of the BC Alpine Club.

In his spare time Swanick organizes a series called Share the Enthusiasm, an open forum where people come to talk about book collecting. The next one will be in the Fall, at SFU Vancouver and will feature Jim Rainer, retired forestry executive, book collector and long-time chair of the Alcuin Society. More info: 778.782.4626 or eswanick@sfu.ca.
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New student lounge

Inspired by great reading rooms in other libraries as well as our own 2nd and 3rd floor lounge experience, the SFU Library will soon have a stylish new space for students on the 6th floor. The project is being built with money raised during the 2008 and 2009 Campus Campaigns.

“lt’s going to be the nicest area we have for the students,” says Garth Lauer, manager of library building and equipment. In addition to the stunning view of the city and mountains to the West and North, new café-style study tables will have built in power outlets and modern lighting fixtures above. The area will be finished off with a latticed wall and new vinyl flooring to create a distinct, defined area. Wood will play an important role in the latticed wall, chairs and high study tables.